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NixOn
McGovernment
by Murray N Rothbard
Having denounced Richard Nixon since
the beginning of his administration;
having pioneered in a dump-Nixon
movement upon the black day of August
15,1971 (Nixon's wage-price controls);
having urged one and all to "throw the
rascal out;" I must now confess to hoping
for a smashing ',xon victory this
ovember. Ho\\ compl What has brought
a life-long and increasing anti-Nixonite to
this particular pass l The ,1nswpr is simple:
George McGovern and the McGovernite
movement. I cannot swallow
McGovernism, I regard the McCovernites
as by far the greater danger to American
liberty. If the McGovernites arp
pulverized, if thpy arp smashed to
smithereens, as seems vpry likply, then WI"
can quickly rid ourselvps of the
McGovernite dpbris and e1p,lr the dpcks
for going back to our JHpviously happy
task of hating the Nixon administration.
Perhaps the bpst way of gptting at thp
reasons for my drastic shift (in a
forthcoming Reason int"rvipw, hpld in
June,l was still for McGovprn, "lbpit very
reluctantly), is to pondpr why it is that the
vast ranks of Middle Anwrica havp shiftpd
in the same way. For dpspitp ,\\cCovprn's
clear advantage in the arpas of ppacp ,'nd
civil liberties, I have swung against
McGovern for many of thp sanw rpasons
that have impelled the shift among Jews,
Catholics, ethnics,labor Ipadprs, workPrs,
et a/. For all their fuzziness and lack of
clarity or consistency, the instincts of
Middle America are sound, and they arp
this year operating full blast. If, as I shall
try to explain further bpi ow, it is the
libertarian task to articulate and
intellectualize the sound instincts of
Middle America, then this explanation
takes on particular importance.
Let us set aside as important but
secondary Middle America's rejection of
the personality of George McGovern, of
his undoubtedly sorry record of
vacillation, personal betrayal (a la
Eagleton). and his role as a rather
cretinous front man for the McGovernite
militantes. In a few short months, George
McGovern has performed a seemingly
impossible feat: he has made Richard
Nixon seem like a model of honesty,
probitY,and courage. But these are

[Dr. Murray N. Rothbard is the author of Man
Economy and State, POWl'( and Markpt and '
America's Creat Depression among ma'n y,
many others. He is Professor of Economics at
the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, editor of
libertarian r orum and a regular bi-monthly
contributor to Outlook,- Id.)

George McGovern would take us into a
still further and drastic leap, a leap from
which America might take decades,
generations to recover: a new
"revolution" into compulsory
egal itarianism.
Item: George McGovern's proposals to
increase taxes heavi lyon everyone'
maktng more than the mod('st mOl of
$12,000 a Year, in order to provide a high
Income floor, and a $1.000 gift to every
man, woman, and child in America. ever
mind that McGovern has vacillated and
backtracked on the specific proposals;
this is where his heart and mind obviously
are. And he is there, trying to place a
ceiling of $500,000 on all inheritance and
11(' still persists in trying to close thp t~x
"Ioopholps," to increasp corporat" taxes,
to eliminate oil and mining dE'pletion
allowances. etc. Ludwig von ,"'ises once
wrote in proper exasperation:

secondaryconsiclt'rations;
to the ground of principiI".

Ipi' us press on

Pprhaps thp major rpason for Middlp
Anll'ric,,'s rejpction of McCovprn's
progr,lm is that hI" '1l1d his movpnwnt
have come on strong and h,'rd for
compulsory egalitarianism all thp \\',ly
down thp line. To tl1(' Old lpft, socialism
and collpctivism \\,,'rp largply ,1 mattpr of
st,ltp control ,'nd pl,1I1ning; but no\\' tlw
pmphasis has shiftpd, ,lnd \\'hilp
"'cGovern's social '1l1d economic policips
arp statist to til(' core (there is no Nt'\\' Lt'ft
decentralization '1l1d ,1nti-burt'auCf,1CY
here). the central ('mph,lSis has shiftpcl to
the inner hard core of socialist ,lSpiration
since the days of Karl "',H~: tr", use of
compulsion to rendpr ('very individu,ll
and every group pqual and uniform to
each other. It is here, in thp ,1rpa of
opposition to c.galitarianism, in its sav,lge
attempt to suppress the most basic nature
of man (diversity, di!iprences,
.
"inequality"). that libertarians are dosest
to our friends and enemies, thp
conservatives. For while conservatives ,lre
tragically statist in many areas, they ;Ire at
least sound and firm in their opposition to
the egalitarian menace. And so while
Richard Nixon is responsible for the
greatest single leap into statism since
Franklin Roosevelt's New 0('.11 (wageprice controls,.Lockheed, and the
guaranteed annual income prop?sal).

"What is a loophole/If the law does not
punish a definite action or does not tax a
definite thing, this is not a loophole. It is
simply the law. Great Britain does not
punish gambling. This fs not a loophole; it
is a British law. The income-tax
exemptions in our income tax are not
loopholes. The gentleman \\ ho
complained about loopholes in our
income tax. . implicity starts from the
assumption that income O\'er fifteen or
twenty thousand dollars ought to be
confiscated and calls therefore a loophole
the fact that his ideal is not ret attained.
Let us be grateful for the fact that there
are still such things as the honorable
gentleman calls loopholes. Thanks to
these loopholes this country is still a free
country and its \\orkers are not yet
reduced to the status and the distress 0;
their Rllssian colleagues:"
It is tl", task of libprt,lri,lns to ",iden all
tl1l' la, "loopholE's" not to r10sp thpm. to
m"kt' of our inCOlllf' t~l' ~vstl\ln onl?'
gigantic loopholp; Ct'orge ,\ tcCOI'prn
\\'ould do til(' \ t'r\' oppositE'

Itpm: Cporgp ,\\cCO\'ern is tl1l' on'"
politician br,wp or ;tupid or ianatical
pnough in '1C)7~ to e1ing to his support of
cOlllpubor\, bll~ing. 1311'ing. ~lg~ll11, IS ~ln
attempt b\' pg,llit,lrilll1 Id(\ologllllS to forcE:'
tl1l' compulsof\' uniformit\ ,lnd
intpgration of the r,Kt's through ;orclng
little childrt'n into arpas of dan~lPr.
\\h,1tt'\t'r little "d\lc,'tion thest' kIds Me
gE'tting in tht' public schools \\ 011 bt'
lllO\\ Ig \ 011 .\lIS('S III .\ Dlrf'(tor. ~d .
Oe;pnsp. Concrols. and In;/ation ,Chicago'
L'111\ t'rsitv oi Chi..- ,'~O Pft\:"s. 1l)'";21. Pi> 113-
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replaced by a life of brutality and horror.
This is the reason why the masses of
,\'Iichigan, \\ here busing is the only issue,
Me rebelling "gainst McGovern in
enormous numbers. Even the bulk of the
l'egroes (except for a handful of milit"nt
ideologues) Cilre little or nothing for
busing; they hold the quiet education of
their children far higher than sacrificing
them on the altar of compulsory
integration and uniformity. But
"'cGovern ilnd hi' leftist legions press on,
despite imminent, disastrous defeat.

or the United States); and yet . .. and yet,
50% of physicians are Jews, and 60% of
movie producers, 38% of journalists, 60%
of social science professors, etc. (I am
making up these figures, but they well
illustrate the basic principle). What is
thisl goes the theory; this is patently
unfair; we must kick Jews out of these
vital professions until they are down to
their quota I 3%.
The point is that what is sauce for the
goose must illso be sauce for the gander.

Item: the McGovernites have brought to
the fore the leftist quota system, il system
which was glaringly evident at the looney
goings-on at the Democratic convention.
When the duly ilnd freely-elected Illinois
delegation was booted out because their
delegates did not meet quotill standards
for women, blacks, youth, and thirdworlders, ilnd were replaced by a handful
of quasi-Republicans representing no one,
the issue of quotas was dramatized for all
the American people.
The quota concept is a horrendous one
that strikes at the heart of the libertarian
and individualist idea: that everyone
should he treated on his individual merits,
and should b(' allowed to rise as far and as
fast as his abilities will take him.
One looks at any set of people and then
investigates to find if a certain group\\ hich may be defined in any way one
wants: by age, sex, or ethnic identity, for
example-within that aggregate is less
than precisely proportionate to their
quotal "share" of the population as a
whole. If the group is below its quotal
share, then this becomes per se proof that
it is being "discriminated against" if not
oppressed, and a sign that corrective
action, ranging from pressure to outright
coercion, must be taken to right this
grievous wrong.
The spurious fairness of the quota' theory
is aided, of course, by focusing on the
groups below "their" quota, and
forgetting about the necessary other side
of the coin: the groups above "theirs." For
if there are some groups hE'low their
quotal percentage of the population,
there must of necessity br' others that are
higher than theirs. There WilS il time when
the quota thEe'orists w('re not so rl'ticl'nt
about the higher groups; for th(' mo,t
notorious use of quotilS was hy the antiSemitic theorists in (;('rm,1ny amllhl'
United States during and ,1round tl1<'
lY30's. The litany Wl'nt sOI1H'wholl .l\
follows: Jr'ws,ll't I" say, IOl1stitul,'onl\'
1% of til(' tot,,1 population lof C"rIll""\,

If it is unfair: let US say, for one-eyed
Albanian-Americans to have less
(professors, or executives, or lawyers, or
whatever) than their quotal share of the
population, then it is equally unfair for
jews to have more than "their" share, and
coercive pressure to right the wrong must
'then be used in both cases.
It is not antiquarian as one might at first
believe to bring up the Jewish case
(though it was not so long ago that jewish
quotas, on the same theory of "fairness,"
were being imposed in Ivy League
colleges and in American medical
schools). For the point is that the Jewish
case is still all too relevant; for if action is
to be taken to raise the "oppressed"
groups up to their quota I share of
dl'legates, professors, physicians, or
whalever, Ihen some group will have to be
pushed down to their quota I share.
Now,ldays, ilS I've said, none of its leftists
advocates tillk ilbout this aspect of Ihe
quolillhl'Ory. But if we bother to
invpstigilll' which groups will (hrectly
,uffPf from tl1l' imposition of quotas, i.e.,
\\ 11Il h groul" 011'1' "ovN-r('presented" in
proportion to till' populJt,oll in desired

occupations, we will land inevitably on:
adult male heterosexual WASPS and Jews.
The fact that Jews will once again be
major sufferers from the new quota
system is not yet enough to throw out the
theory completely. But it;s enough to
highlight one of its major theoretical
errors: for if the fact that one-eyed
Albanian-Americans are "underrepresented" is enough to demonstrate
the extent of their "oppression," then the
fact that any group is "over-represented"
should equally be enough to show that
they are among the leading "oppressors."
Again, what is sauce for the goose must be
sauce for the gander. If Croup A is underrepresented and "therefore" oppressed,
then over-represented Croup B must
therefore be oppressors. And whi Ie there
are enough WASP-baiters around
nowadays who believe that adult male
heterosexual WASPS constitute a ruling
class, there are few indeed who will
maintain that male jews form a ruling
cI ass as well.
In point of fact, of·course, it was not very.
long ago that Jews constituted a group
who, on any objective criteria, were
indeed discriminated agains.t. How, then,
did they rise so rapidly into the "over- .
represented" category in so many
desirable occupations I They began, in
turn-of-the-century America, poor,
untutored in English, discriminated
against, and without capital. How did
they do it? The answer to this crucial
question is also enough to shoot down the
entire theory of the quota system. They
did it by the much-derided "bourgeois"
virtues: by hard work, ability, drive,
intelligence, and perseverance. But that
must mean - sauce for the gander once
more' -that status and rank in
occupations, whether high or low, are due
largely to the presence or absence of
these abilities and virtues. In short, if the
high representation of jews is due to the
intense presence and application of these
virtues, then the low representation of
other groups must be due to their lack of
these qualities. Therefore, status in life,
and representation in occupations, are
due, all in all, not to "opression" but to
individual ability and achievement or the
lack thereof. Whether the differences in
ability and perseverance between
individuals and groups are genetic,
cultural, or whatever is here beside the
point; the point being that they exist and
become manifest in how much each
person is able to achieve
The quota system, then, is profoundly
anti-libertarian and anti-indiVidualist, it
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strikes at the very heart of the freedom
that remains in America. It is a direct
assault on the theory that each individual
may rise to the extent of his ability, that
he may go as far as his talents and his
drive may carry him. The quota system is
a despotic assault on the most able and
talented ~mong us: it is a compulsory
egalit~rian attempt to cripple individuals
of ability, to discriminate ag~instthem in
a truly oppressive way. It is an attempt to
hobble the most able, to purge society of
its most valuable members. It means,
once again, that Jews are to be purged
back to their 3% of physicians, professors,
etc. We all abhorred this doctrine when it
was preached by the Nazis; why should
we give it any more shrift today!
There are also insuperable practical
problems in any attempt to apply the
quota theory consistently. For there are
an almost infinite number of groups that
we can conjure out of the population, to
demand their quotal rights. Where,
indeed, are one-eyed Albanian-Americans
today! And what about redheads - are
they getting their "fair share" of life's
goodies! And what about short people!
May we not maintain that the "shorts" are
the first to be fired and the last to be
hired; that the median income of the
shorts is far below that of the "tails;" that
women notoriously discriminate against
short men (where are the short romantic
leads in movies/). And where are the short
executives, the short Senators and
Presidents. And how about·the night
people! The list is endless.
In practice, of course, our new quotal
theorists make no attempt whatever to
apply their imbecile theory across the
board. Indeed, where, among all the
breast-beating about "underrepresentation," where are the shorts and
the one-eyed Albanians! More to the
point, where are the Poles? the Italians?
the Czechs, etc.l Instead, the
McGovernites confine their do-gooding
ministrations to a few selected goups:
women, blacks, Chicanos, youth, ~nd
homosexuals, each of which, having failed
to reap their quotal benefits, are therefore
designated as "oppressed." The inclusion
of youth as an "oppressed class" is
particularly bizarre; for, of course, people
rise in their occupations over time; they
begin, as youth, as apprentices, and then
wnrk their way up as they gain nhlturity
and ('xperience. But of course in our
kooky c1imate,the very notion of
apprenticeship must bp suppressed, and
everyone must achieve Instant Status,
regardless of age or experience. I ~as
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surprised that there was no call at the
McGovernite convention for quotal
representation for 5 year olds, who were
obviously grievously under-represented at
the convention. But perhaps that will
come in 1976, or would if the
McGovernites were not pulverized in
November.
The quota system is one of the big issues
for the desertion by our numerous ethnic
groups from the McGovern ticket. The
Jewish defection is deeply influenced by
the quota concept and memories of the
1930's; and one Italian Democratic leader
in Ohio bitterly noted the other day that
while McGovern has pledged to add
another black to the Supreme Court, he
has refused to commit himself to
appointing an Italian, even though not a
single Italian-American has ever sat on
the highest bench. The new quota system
strikes at all of these ethnic minorities.
There is another big reason for the
wholesale defection of Middle America
from the Democratic tickC't this year.
Middle Anll'rica recognizes all too weiland the Democratic convention nlilCle it
crystal c1.ear-thatthe McGovernite
movement (though not particularly the
man himself) is the very embodiment of
the "counter-culture," of everything, in
short, social, moral, cultural·, and psthetic,
that Middle America hates and detests.
Middle Mwrica detests with a purple
passion (f,\tt'rything about ·the countC'rculture: PQt and drugs, hippiC's, dirt, the
noiSl' call1·d "rock," opl'n ,C'wal
perversion and promiscuity, fl'jPetion of
the work l'lhiC,living parasitically off
either welfare or poppa's fat chpcks,
embracing poverty as a virtue (with

pappa's checks securely in the
background). tryi ng to entice more people
on welfare to live off the working man, a
cavalier attitude toward violent crime by
upper-class hippies and swingers secure in
the suburbs, the whole kit and kaboodle.
It is fashionable to sneer at Middle
America for "feel ing threatened" by the
countpr-culture. It is high time that
somC'one pointed out that they feel
threatened because they are threatened.
Once again, the perceptions and instincts
of Midd.le America are sound. The
counter-culture has been reviling Middle
America for years with impunity, reviling
its values, ethics, and culture, from the
counter-culturists' priviliged positions in
Ivy League graduate schools (no less than
39% of the Democratic delegates has
attended graduate school 1) and behind
poppa's paychecks. Now, at long last, in
destroying the McGovernite movement,
Middle America has had the chance to
strike back, in mighty force, ard I for one
say, "Three Cheers I"
All this points up a very important lesson
for basic libertarian strategy for the
1970's. The late 1960's was a time of the
rise of the New Left, of the counterculture, of a leftward revolution in mores
and attitudes. At that time, it made a great
deal of strategic sense for libertarians to
ally themselves in many ways with these
new forces. As a result, we have a heavy
New Leftish aura, particularly culturally
and socially, among many libertarians
today. But, in my view, the 1970's will be a
decade of massive react ion against the
new wave, of a counter-revolution by the
Old Culture. Herman Kahn, in an
important recent interviC'IV, predicts from
a massive study of middle and working
class attitudC's conducted by the Judson
Institute, that tilt' 1970's will be
dominated by the conservative reaction.
A5 Kahn puts it:

"Remember 67 per cent of America is
quite square and getting squarer. I call
this the counter-reformation, the countercoun/erculture. It's the biggest thing
going in America today and it will either
dominate or heavily influence the next
decade or two. '"

Ii Kahn is correct, and thC' ('norl11OUS
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t It'flll.lI1 ""hn, "TIlt' Squ.lring of AIlH'ric ,,:'
/ntP/ll'cttJa/ Digpst (St'pt., 1<)721. p. tHo for
tIll' '\tlldy Oil \d.il h "-.lhn') rpI'll.lrks .In.'
b.l~t'd. ~t'l' I r.mk ,\rll1bru"tl'f. The Forgo"uen
,Imericans: A .'tJ("eyo! Values, 8l'/iei, and
Concerns of the Majority (t"t'w Roch,·'Il·:
Arlington I Iou".. ~'J72).
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The Case
for McGove

ri

by IlVin Markoff
The election of November, 1972 is almost
upon us. As libertarians we have four
choices: 'ixon, McGovern, John Hospers
and Don't Vote.
The last alternative seems very attractive
to large numbers of libertarians. Their
view is that to vote at all is to support the
system, and that, in any case, Nixon and
,\\cGovern are both statists of a filirly
extreme ~ort It seems to me, however,
that MurrilY Rothbard argued
convincingly against that alternative in
the Apri I issue of Outlook. As he stated
"It is unfortunate, but all too true,that the
office of the President will not become
vacant on Januilry, 1973." He goes on to
advise all libertarians who want to be
truly effective to vote for the candidate of
their choice. But which one?
Alternative number three, whatever its
abstract delights, in practice comes down
to alternative number four. Hospers has
about as much chance of being elected
President as I do.
There remain, then, alternatives one and
two.
Of course, George McGovern is a statistbut so are nearly if not quite all other
politicians today. The question really
comes down to this: which candidate is
more of a statist in matters that count?
Which one is a more zealous supporter of
American imperialism and monopoly
capitalism and bureaucratism at home
and abroad? And conversely, which one is
the more likely, consciously or otherwise,
to advance the cause of freedom in this
country, or, at the least, is less likely to
impede that cause?
I do not have to elaborate on the Nixon
record. Four years in office have shown
him to be a man obsessed with power and
with manipulating his fellow men to the
end of keeping himself and his coterie in
power-a man willing to use his power to
commit everything from simple fraud and
lies to mass murder, whose lust for control
includes everything from Congress to the
press to the entire economy and every
individual- an enemy of freedom in
general and free enterprise in particular.
Only one good thing can be said for
Richard Nixon, and that thing can also be
said for George McGovern. He promises
to abolish the draft. But aside from the
question of whether or not he can be
trusted (and the last four years raise
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serious doubts about that)),iir. 'Nixon has
made clear his intent to retain his
authority to draft men in the event of a
national emergency, and his coolness
toward amnesty, and his total opposition
to unconditional amnesty, makes his
conversion to the voluntarist position
highly dubious.
Now, what of Senator McGovern? The
case on his behalf is not as cogent as the
case against President Nixon. It suffers
from the additional handicap of being
based more on prom ise than on previous
performance. Vet I think the case can be
made that he is likely to be better than
Nixon, and that is all that is really needed.
On the basis,then, of his previous record
and his present pronouncements, what
can be said of his likely conduct in office?
McGovern's position on the war is, of
course, one of total opposition on moral
as well as practical grounds. Nor is his
general foreign policy in contradiction to
this. He is a strong opponent of military
aid, or of aid to dictatorships in any form,
and he calls for extensive withdrawal of
U.S. troops and bases from Europe as well
as Asia. He would, in short, effectively·
undermine if not abolish the American
imperium around the globe, although he
would still support economic aid and the
United Nations.
As a corollary, he would slash the military
budget, thus CUlling off a very large
portion of the supplies of American
imperiali.sm ilt their source, and depriving
corporate dl'ath-dealers of much of their
funds, as Wl'1I as removing a huge and
wasteful burden from the backs of
Ana'rican tax-sl·rfS.

On civil liberties McGovern would be
strong. He would end the Nixon campaign
against the press and the media, cease
building data banks (if not destroy those
that already exist), repeal no-knock and
preventive detention, make no further
Rehnquist-type nominations to the
SuprerTle Court, confine bugging and
wiretapping to real criminals, not
dissidents ilncl nonconformists, and
liberalize the laws on drugs (especially
marijuana, where he seems to be for
outright abolition, reluctant as he is to say
so in public); sex, including
homosexuality; abortion and
contraception; pornography. He is for
unconditional amnesty for draft-evaders
if not for deserters. One cannot imagine'
him engaging in mass-arrests, allowing
armed federal or state officials to shoot
demonstrators, or putting dissidents on
trial for conspiracy, although he is
unlikely to "free all political prisoners."
And he is not an unreserved supporter of
gun controls, as his recent vote shows.
The case for McGovern's fiscal and
economic policies is weakest. Here he is
at his most statist, but even here all is not
so grim. After all, McGovern has never
been an all-out supporter of Mr. Nixon's
NEP, and has doubted it on grounds other
than its mere failure to work. He has now
pledged the abolition of controls within
months of his inauguration, to the
consternation of The New York Post, etc.
Assuredly, McGovern as President would
retain the welfare-state, and the
accompanying taxation and interference
with social and economic life that
accompany it. But so would Nixon.
McGovern would at least attempt to see
that the welfare state benefits (if that is
possible) the poor majority to a greater
degree, and the rich minority to a lesser
degree than it does now. If libertarians
really believe in SOCial justice, they ought
to see this as at least better than the Nixon
scheme, if not what they really want.
McGovern has no intention of imposing a
national sales tax on the poor and the
middle class, as does Nixon. He has every
intention of stopping the favoritism and
subsidies to inefficient and often
pernicious business concerns under
Nixon, which has done so much to
increase·the power of American
imperialism abroad and to undermine free
enterprise and real competition at home.
Furthermore, why scream bloody murder
at ,\\cCovern's defunct thousand dollar a
,person scheme? Let us, rather, hope that
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At any rate, stJY tuned to Heresies for
continuing developments. We shall return
by and bye
Rothbard
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reaction against McGovernism indicates
that he is, then strategy as well as basic
principle dictates to libertarians that we
drop all the obsolete and ounterproductive New Left and counter-culture
hokum, and orient ourselves toward the
vast majority, toward Middle America,
toward thei r hopes and fears and
concerns.
For, far more than the conservatives,
libertarians have the potential to form
ourselves as the intellectual shield and
spear, the vanguard of Middle America.
By opposing McGovernism with might
and man, we take the first step toward a
Middle American orientation. But we can
do much more: we can show the average
American that his major concernscrime, taxes, inflation, welfare, busing,
etc.- can only be truly solved-and solved
the way he would like them- by
libertarianism. We can show that
conservatives, by truckling to military
. spending and to Lockheed, are encrusting
special privilege and generating wasteful
government spending fully as much as
leftists who push welfare. We can show
that as long as the government controls
the banking system and issues fiat money,
permanent inflation will be the lot of all
of us. We can show the Middle American
that only libertarianism provides a
consistent path toward the kind of
American that he wants and cherished for
himself and his children: an America of
peace, freedom, prosperity, and decency,
an America where every individual can
fulfill his or her best potential. But in
order to do that, in order to make contact
with the Middle American, we have to
cast off all the hogwash of the last
decade: the vague talk of communes and
collectives, the condoning of crime, and
the parasitic counterculture which is as a
knife in the heart to the "Forgotten
American" Only by doing this can
libertarianism take its rightful and
flowering place in the America of the
future.e
Markoff
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he resuscitates it if elected. More than
one opponent of the welfare system has
seen it JS a real way out of the morass of
bureauuJcy, excessive taxation of the
middle class, and paternalistic

interference with the Iives of the poor that
welfare rerxesents.
There is, of cour~e, the Senator's pledge to
"redistribute" incomes. Some of his
statements in this area annoy me a good
deal, e.g. his views on inheritance taxes.
Aside from taking it with the proverbial
grain of salt, however, I feel that
McGovern, unlike Nixon, is pducable,
open-minded and can be influenced, if
elected., against this course. He is not a
doctrinaire populist, never mind a
socialist.
The Senator's positions on tariff barriers,
on the union shop, minimum wage and
similar issues are not what libertarians
would like them to be, and he appears to
have too much affection for anti-trust, but
again, he is teachable; and in the case of
anti-trust, he can at least be trusted not to
use it in the openly political fashion
Nixon has. Ditto with protectionism.

What cia we have left! MrCov!'rn
supports busing a, a tool for achieving
equal educational opportunity, hut he is
not a fanatic about it, and his main aim is
to show how demagogically Nixon is
using the issue in his own cause. Busing is
not inherently evil, provided it is
voluntary. And in general it may be said
that McGovern is a firmer friend of the
poor and racial minorities than Nixon.
Why should that bother libertarians,
provided that in helping them he does not
appreciably violate the rights of the
people l
Ithink libertarians in general should give
their conditional and cautious support to
the South Dakota Senator, and I intend to
do so. Of course, I ibertarians are free to
support Hospers, or to stay home. But
these little escapist exercises will only
serve in view of what is ahead, to make
more likely the reelection of the worst of
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A Pox On

Both Your Houses!
by David Nolan
For example, consider their respective
economic proposals. McGovern's
proposals are damned as being certain to
cause massive inflation but Nixon has run
up a budget dl'ficit of nearly $100 billion
in four years, record unmatched since
the days of I DI~, and, judging from his
record, thN(' is little douht that, ixon, if
re~I('cted, will 111 the next four years
preside over a budget that approaches or
even exceeds McGovern's proposed $350
bill ion budget.

DEDICAT£O TO THE PRfSI((hr

""''''0( RE:PUalICNi PM1)'

a

"I guess 'I'm going to have to go vote for
old Tricky Dicky after aiL The thought of
McGovern as President really scares me.
By comparison Nixon seems almost
good."
No doubt you've heard this "consider the
alternative"line from many people who,
sick at heart over Nixon's actions in the
last two years, will give in and reluctantly
troop to the polls in November, hold their
noses, grit their teeth and pull the lever
beside the name of Richard Milhous
Nixon.

In any respect the "consider the
alternative" argument is fallacious-a
McGovern administration would be no
more of a d,saster than four more years of
Nixon. Further, it is a virtual certainty that
McGovern cannot win, under any
circumstances. Even conceding him a
number of states which he is by no means
certain to carry (e.g. California, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and Michigan). it is
impossible to rationally envision a
McGovern victory.
But what if one's motivation is not simply
to keep McGovern out of the White
House but to make sure that McGovern,
and all he stands for, is overwhelmingly
repudiated at the polls?

[This is a condensation of a position paper
wril/en by David Nolan, the National Chairman
of the Libertarian Party.- fd.]
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toward collectivism. Simply by virtue of
the fact that he is the Presidential
nominee of a major party, McGovern will
bring respectability to proposals which, as
recently as fifteen years ,'g0, would have
categoriled any politician who espoused
them as a candidate for the funny farm,
rather than for the presidency.
Second, he will legitimize Nixon. Whether
he loses by a wide margin or a narrow one,
he will give Nixon a mandate to move
towdrds total statism at an accelerated
pace.
However, there is a third alternative. A
Illeans by \\ hich \\ e can make our
dissatisiaction known. We can go to the
polls and vote ,'gainst both :--'I\on and
tvlcGovern - ,'nd ior a man \\'ho
represents our philosophy of less
government '\lld Illore individual
responsibility

McGovern somehow retains the ability to
terrify. Although he is not in fact more
radical than Humphrey or Muskie (his
ADA rating, for instance, is lower than
theirs). his image is considerably mqre
radical. Indeed, he is perceived by many
peop,"e as being a cross between Norman
Thomas and Neville Chamberlain. . a
veritable witch's brew of socialism and
surrender.
McGovern carefully cultivated his radical
reputation as a means of gaining the
support of the youthful shock-troops who
were so vital to his success in the primary
campaigns. Since then he has backpedalled furiously in order to appeal to
-the moderate liberals whose votes he
needs in the general election. But despite
their rhetorical differences-and the
images they project -there is really very
little difference betwen Nixon and
McGovern.
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A laudable motivation but one that
carries within it a deadly trap, for one
cannot overwhelm McGovern .without
. simultaneously giving Nixon an
overwhelming endorsement.
The greatest danger McGovern poses is
not that he will win, and lead us down the
road to oblivion, but that his candidacy
itself will do two things.
First, it will move the entire spectrum of
political debate in this country sharply

That lll,ln is Dr John Hospers. cano,date
of the Libertarian Part)' His running-mate
is ,\Irs. Tonie 1""than. Together the)' oiier
a real alternative to
Nixonisl1l ·,\lcGovernism. And only by
l1lustering a sign, iicant bloc oi votes ior
the Hospers-Nathan t'cket can \\e hope to
l1l,lke ,\:ixon realize thac \\e do not
endorse his present poliCies, and that \\e
cannot be ignored or taken ior granted.
l\'cGovern must be recogniled ior \\hat
he is
a decoy, whose gre,lCesC danger is
that he will lure US into \ot'ng ior :--'i"on
as "the lesser oi the t\\'o e\ils."lt \\i1ltake
an extra eliort to vote ior Dr Hospers and
I\\rs. Nathan, as this \\'tli have to be done
by write-in, in most states. But it must b"
done, for what is at stake is nothing less
than the (uture of freedom in America.e

